Workshop

Germany in Global Economic Governance

Cornell University, 22/23 February 2008

Organisers: Stefan Schirm (Bochum), Hubert Zimmermann (Cornell)

Commentator: Peter Katzenstein (Cornell)

Location: White Hall (WE) Room 114

Program:

Friday, 22 Feb.
1:30 pm Lunch, White Hall 114

2pm Introduction: H.Zimmermann, Stefan Schirm
2: 30 pm Hubert Zimmermann (Cornell)
Germany’s New Activism in Global Economic Governance: Causes and Consequences
3:30 pm Abraham Newman (Georgetown)
The Merkel Initiative – possibilities and limits of incorporated transgovernmental networks
4:30 pm Stefan Schirm (Bochum)
Between Values and Interests: German and US Proposals on a Reform of Global Governance Institutions
7pm Conference Dinner: Willow

Saturday, 23 Feb.
10am Andreas Nölke (Frankfurt)
Germany and Transnational Governance
11 am Daniel Kinderman (Cornell, WZB Berlin)
The Political Economy of Corporate Responsibility in Germany
12pm Robert Kaiser (Hamburg)
Germany's role in global pharmaceutical regulation: The Europeanization of interest mediation and institutional adjustments at the national level
1 pm Lunch (WE 114)